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ABSTRACT
We use a fully GPU N-body code to demonstrate that dark matter minihalos, as a new
component of globular clusters, resolves both the timing and cusp-core problems in Fornax
if the five globular clusters were recently accreted (2-4 Gyr ago) by Fornax. Under these
assumptions, the infall of these globular clusters does not occur and no star clusters form
in the centre of Fornax in accordance with observations. Crossings of globular clusters with
a DM minihalo near the Fornax centre induce a cusp-to-core transition of the dark matter
halo and hence resolve the cusp-core problem in this dwarf galaxy. The dark matter core size
depends on the frequency of globular cluster crossings. Our simulations clearly demonstrate
also that between the passages, dark matter halo can regenerate its cusp. Moreover, our models
are in good agreement with constraints on the dark matter masses of globular clusters as our
clusters have lost a large fraction of their initial dark matter minihalos. These results provide
circumstantial evidence for the universal existence of dark matter halos in globular clusters.
Key words: stellar dynamics - methods: N-body simulations - galaxies: kinematics and
dynamics - galaxies: structure - galaxies: halos
1 INTRODUCTION
Globular clusters (GCs) are gravitationally bound groupings of
mainly old stars, formed in the early phases of galaxy formation. The
origin of GCs is one of the key unsolved astrophysical problems.
There are also various unresolved open questions regarding the for-
mation and evolution of GCs during galaxy formation and assembly
within a cosmological framework (Forbes et al. 2018). Despite their
relevance to star formation, galaxy evolution and cosmology, there
is no clear consensus on the formation of GCs. One can classify all
proposed scenarios for old GC formation into two broad categories.
Firstly, GCs originated as gravitationally bound gas clouds in the
early Universe and are formed inside their present-day host galaxies.
This corresponds to a primary in-situ formation process(Peebles &
Dicke 1968; Kravtsov & Gnedin 2005; Kruijssen 2015). Secondly,
GCs can be formed around the time of reionization in dark matter
(DM) minihalos that later merge to become a part of the present-
day host galaxy. It corresponds to a secondary galactic origin in a
similar way to formation of dwarf galaxies (Peebles 1984; Bromm
& Clarke 2002; Mashchenko & Sills 2005; Ricotti, Parry & Gnedin
2016). Little star formation can take place during the reionization
epoch inside these DM minihalos with virial masses less than 108
M , as the heated gas can escape (Barkana&Loeb 1999). However,
the reionization of the Universe can actually trigger star formation
? Contact e-mail: boldrini@iap.fr
in DM minihalos through different positive feedback mechanisms
(Cen 2001; Ricotti, Gnedin & Shull 2002). While most GCs are
old, there are also young GCs such as Terzan 7 and Whiting 1 (Law
& Majewski 2010; Massari et al. 2017), as well as the populations
of young globular cvlusters in the MagellanIc Clouds and many
other nearby sarforming galaxiers. These GCs could be formed via
a different mechanism from that of the old GCs. Here, we focus on
the second scenario where GCs are formed at the centres of their
own DM minihalos.
Positions and proper motions for GCs in the Galaxy from
the second data release of the Gaia mission will offer us unique
insights into GC dynamics (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018). Until
now, these DM minihalos have not been detected, but there are GC
features and perhaps observational signatures (Sollima, et al. 2016).
For instance, an extended diffuse stellar envelopes can highlight
whether GCs might be embedded in DM minihalos (Olszewski et
al. 2009; Kuzma et al. 2016; Peñarrubia et al. 2017). Also, GCs
orbiting in the inner regions of the Galaxy may lose a large fraction
of the DM minihalo mass (Bromm & Clarke 2002).
Dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxies provide an excellent labo-
ratory for studying GC dynamics. As these systems are among the
most dark matter-dominated galaxies in the Universe (Battaglia et
al. 2013; Walker 2013), their dynamics are determined entirely by
the gravitational field of the DM halo. Fornax, the most massive of
the Milky Way dSphs, is the only one to have five (or perhaps six)
GCs orbiting (Wang, et al. 2019). One apparent paradox about these
© 2019 The Authors
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clusters is that we do not expect to see any of them because they
should have sunk to the centre of Fornax due to dynamical friction
(Chandrasekhar 1943). It is precisely because of this drag force that
GCs are expected to sink to the centre of their host galaxy and
form a nuclear star cluster (Tremaine et al. 1975; Tremaine 1976).
However, there is no bright stellar nucleus in Fornax, where we are
still observing orbiting GCs. This has become known as the Fornax
timing problem (Oh et al. 2000).
Numerous simulations have been performed to study the tim-
ing problem (Oh et al. 2000; Goerdt et al. 2006; Read et al. 2006;
Peñarrubia, Walker & Gilmore 2009; Cole et al. 2012; Boldrini et
al. 2019). Concerning the determination of the DM density distri-
bution, previous simulations showed that the existence of five GCs
in Fornax is inconsistent with the hypothesis of a cuspy halo due to
dynamical friction, because the GCs would have sunk to the centre
of Fornax in a relatively short time (Sánchez-Salcedo et al. 2006;
Goerdt et al. 2006; Arca-Sedda & Capuzzo-Dolcetta 2016, 2017).
A cored DM halo was proposed as a solution to the timing problem,
but the formation of this DM cored profile is still unclear (Goerdt
et al. 2006; Cole et al. 2012). It is necessary to invoke various DM
theories such as fuzzy or strongly self-interacting DM in order to
explain core formation in Fornax viaDMphysics (Zhang et al. 2018;
Zavala et al. 2013). Recently, simulations of the Fornax dwarf galaxy
found that the observed GCs are not necessarily incompatible with
a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) DM profile and that this depends
strongly on GC initial conditions (Boldrini et al. 2019). However
Fornax GCs remain a puzzle for understanding their survival over
a Hubble time.
Even if the CDM theory can successfully explain various ob-
servations at different scales, there are unresolved problems con-
cerning the DM halo profile in galaxies such as the cusp-core and
diversity problems. The first one depicts the discrepancy between
observations, which generally reveal a core at the centres of dwarf
galaxies (Moore 1994; Burkert 1995; de Blok et al. 2001; Swaters
et al. 2003; Spekkens et al. 2005; Walker & Peñarrubia 2011), and
cosmological simulations, which generally predict a cuspy profile
(Navarro et al. 1997; Fukushige &Makino 1997; Moore et al. 1998;
Navarro et al. 2010). Stellar kinematics and the survival of Fornax
GC systems which suggests that Fornax has a dark matter core (Go-
erdt et al. 2006; Amorisco & Evans 2011; Walker & Peñarrubia
2011; Cole et al. 2012; Boldrini et al. 2019; Read, Walker & Steger
2019).
In this work, we embed GCs in DM minihalos in order to
simultaneously resolve the timing and the cusp-core problems in
Fornax with the most prevalent initial conditions from the Illus-
tris cosmological simulation (Pillepich, et al. 2018). Our N-body
simulations on GPU allow us to study the evolution of the density
profile in the centre of Fornax. The paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides a description of the Fornax system and the N-
body modelling. In Section 3, we outline details of our numerical
simulations. In Section 4, we illustrate our simulation results and
discuss the implications of DMminihalos of GCs on the timing and
cusp-core problems. Section 5 presents our conclusions.
2 FORNAX-GLOBULAR CLUSTER SYSTEM
The dSph galaxy Fornax is one of themost darkmatter-rich satellites
of the Milky Way Galaxy with a stellar mass of about 108 M at a
distance of around 147 kpc (de Boer & Fraser 2016). We consider
only the first five GCs with masses of about 105 M and average
projected distances of about 1 kpc. In this section, we present the
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Figure 1. Tidal impact of MWG: Ratio between the tidal radius and typical
size of GCs as a function of the orbital radius for GCs with and without a
DM minihalo. For GCs composed only of stars, we considered the highest
initial tidal radius of our GCs as the typical size a. However, we set the virial
radius of the 2 × 107 M minihalo as the typical size for GCs embedded
in a DM minihalo. Solid (dashed) line represents the influence of the MWG
(Fornax) on GCs. For the MW, the error bands are due to the uncertainty
on pericentre and apocentre of Fornax (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018). The
MWGhas nomajor impact on FornaxGCs, because the tidal radius is always
higher than the typical size of the GCs at any radii. That is the reason why
we assume that tidal disruptions are mostly driven by Fornax and that our
dSph model is in isolation.
models for Fornax and its GCs that provide the initial conditions for
our simulations. A live system is necessary to capture tidal stripping
and dynamical friction. Thus, Fornax has to be modelled as a live
galaxy with its GCs, i.e. a self-gravitating system composed of star
and DM particles.
It has been shown that simulated GCs formed within Fornax,
modelled with a cuspy or cored DM halo, are compatible with ob-
servations (Boldrini et al. 2019). However, the origin of the Fornax
DM core remains unsolved. Here, we considered two scenarios to
explain the timing problem.We assumed that GCs have experienced
an early accretion 10-12 Gyr ago (z=3) or a recent accretion 2-4 Gyr
ago (z=0.36) by the Fornax galaxy. Fornax GCs are all dominated
by an old population (>10 Gyr), which gave us an uncertainty on
the GC ages (de Boer & Fraser 2016).
2.1 Fornax galaxy
We construct Fornax as a live galaxy composed of stars and DM
particles only, since dSph galaxies contain little or no gas today.
The Fornax stellar component is modelled, due to the presence of
the dSph core of size (r0 = 0.668 kpc (Strigari et al. 2010)), by a
Plummer profile (Plummer 1911):
ρ(r) = 3r
2
s M0
4pi
(r2 + r2s )−5/2, (1)
where rs and M0 = 3.82 × 107 M are the scale parameter and the
mass, respectively (de Boer & Fraser 2016). For the DM halo of
Fornax, we assume a NFW form (Navarro et al. 1996):
ρ(r) = ρ0
(
r
rs
)−1 (
1 +
r
rs
)−2
, (2)
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Redshift Object r vx vy vz |v |
[kpc] [km/s] [km/s] [km/s] [km/s]
z = 3 E1 2.11 20.22 1.6 8.1 21.8
E2 2.74 16.42 3.28 15.75 22.99
E3 1.1 38.62 15.44 18.94 39.97
E4 1.76 13.46 21.46 26.87 36.94
E5 1.14 32.81 6.93 7.89 34.37
z = 0.36 O1 5.32 13.9 1.31 14.38 20.04
O2 2.07 9.43 19.05 21.42 30.18
O3 1.95 37.49 4.55 6.21 38.28
O4 2.19 3.51 3.87 34.0 34.39
O5 2.05 19.62 29.8 15.1 38.75
Table 1. Initial conditions for five GCs Ei at z=3 (' 12 Gyr) and five GCs
Oi at z=0.36 (' 4 Gyr), determined by using Illustris TNG-100 data. We
considered two scenarios to explain the timing problem. We assumed that
GCs have experienced an early accretion 10-12 Gyr ago (z=3) or a recent
accretion 2-4 Gyr ago (z=0.36) by the Fornax galaxy. That is the reason why,
we determined the most prevalent positions and velocities of 7.5×106 M
particles at these two redshifts, which have the same projected distances
Dobs as Fornax GCs at z=0 using multidimensional binned statistics. The
Illustris DM mass resolution is of the same order as our minihalo mass.
with the central density ρ0 and scale length rs. For the simulations,
we consider a Fornax-like dSph with mass of 109 M at redshift z
depending on the considered scenario.
2.2 Globular clusters
In our model, GCs with a stellar mass M∗ are formed at the centre
of DM minihalos with a virial mass Mmh. We fixed the mass ratio
M∗/Mmh to 0.05. For the five surviving GCs orbiting in Fornax, we
assume a two-component model that includes a stellar component
and a DM minihalo:
Mmodel(r) = M∗(r) + Mmh(r). (3)
Our N-body realizations assume a King (1962) stellar density dis-
tribution,
ρ(r) = ρ0

(
1 +
(
r
rk
)2)−1/2
− C
 , C =
[
1 +
(
rt
rk
)2]−1/2
, (4)
where rk and rt are the King and tidal radii, respectively. For all
the simulations, we chose a King radius rk = 1 pc lower than
the observed radius, because it is susceptible to increase through
dynamical processes such as mass loss (Mackey & Gilmore 2003).
The DM minihalos are distributed in a spherical halo following
a NFW profile with a mass of 2 × 107 M (see Equation 2) at
redshift z = 3 or z = 0.36 depending on the accreted scenario.
Given the halo mass and redshift, the halo concentration c200 of the
Fornax halo and DMminihalos can be estimated from cosmological
N-body simulations (Prada et al. 2012).
We wish to provide relevant GC initial conditions from cos-
mological simulations. We found 7395 isolated subhalos with mass
of about 109 M in the Illustris TNG-100 simulation (Pillepich, et
al. 2018). The mass resolution of TNG-100 is 7.5×106 M , which
is of the same order as our minihalo mass. The current projected
distances Dobs for the GCs are from 0.24 to 1.6 kpc, which is the
minimum distance between GCs and the Fornax centre. In order to
determine the GC positions and velocities at these redshifts, we se-
lected particles of the isolated subhalos at z=0, which have the same
projected distances as Fornax GCs at z=0 and we found correspond-
ing particles at redshift z=3 and z=0.36. We subsequently computed
multidimensional binned statistics for this 6-dimensional space in
order to determine the maximum weights for each dimension. We
applied Scott’s rule to determine the optimal bin width given by
∆b =
3.5σ
n1/3
, (5)
where σ is the standard deviation of one dimension, and n is the
number of points. Our initial conditions for GCs, positions and
velocities, calculated with this method are listed in Table 1.
2.3 Milky Way Galaxy tidal field
As Fornax is a galaxy satellite of the Milky Way Galaxy (MWG),
we may expect that the MW tidal field to have an impact on GCs.
We estimated this by calculating the theoretical tidal radius of our
GCs with and without a DM minihalo in the simulation (Küpper et
al. 2010). The tidal radius marks the distance beyond which stars
can escape the GC. For our calculation, we assume that the MWG
potential, based on the model of Allen & Santillan (1991), consists
of a stellar bulge as a Plummer sphere (Plummer 1911), a disc
represented by the potential from Miyamoto & Nagai (1975) and
a spherical DM halo described by a NFW profile (Navarro et al.
1997). For this model, we used the revised parameters from Irrgang
et al. (2013) (see their Table 1). The tidal radius was calculated at the
mean radius, because it is currently overestimated at the pericentre.
Indeed, the variation of the tidal field over time is sufficiently fast
that the cluster cannot adapt to the changing environment, but rather
behaves as if it experiences a single mean tidal field along its orbit.
Fig. 1 describes the ratio between the tidal radius and typical size of
GCs as a function of the orbital radius ofGCswith andwithout aDM
minihalo. We assume that the size of a GC (with a DM minihalo)
corresponds to its initial tidal (virial) radius. For GCs composed
only of stars, we considered the highest initial tidal radius of our
GCs as the typical size a. However, we set the virial radius of the
2×107 M minihalo as the typical size for GCs embedded in a DM
minihalo. For the MWG, the error bands are due to the uncertainty
in pericentre and apocentre of Fornax (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018). We showed that the MWG (solid line) has no major impact
on Fornax GCs, because the tidal radius is always higher than the
typical size of the GCs at any radii. On the contrary, Fornax (dashed
line) will give rise to tidal disruptions of the GCs, especially those
with DMminihalos. Finally, we assume that this dynamical process
is mostly driven by Fornax and that our dSph model is in isolation.
3 N-BODY SIMULATIONS
To generate our live objects, we use the initial condition code magi.
Adopting a distribution-function-based method, it ensures that the
final realization of the galaxy is in dynamical equilibrium (Miki
and Umemura 2017). We perform our simulations with the high
performance collisionless N-body code gothic. This gravitational
octree code runs entirely on GPU and is accelerated by the use of
hierarchical time steps in which a group of particles has the same
time step (Miki and Umemura 2017). We ran N-body simulations
with five GCs orbiting in Fornax galaxy by adopting a softening
length of 0 = 1 pc and an accuracy control parameter of A0 =
2−7. The softening length is similar to the King radius in order to
maintain the dynamical stability of an isolated GC. We assess the
impact of the softening length  on the orbital decay of GCs and
the evolution of the DM profile of Fornax (see in Fig.s 11 and 12).
We consider both early and recent accretion of GCs by Fornax. For
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2019)
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these two scenarios, we ran simulations with five GCs embedded
in their own DM minihalo and five GCs composed only of stars as
usual. Initially, GCs with and without DM minihalo have the same
most prevalent positions and velocities (see in Table 1). The halo
and the stellar components of Fornax are represented by N = 107
particles. The mass ratios for these two components determines the
particle number for each component. DM minihalos and GC stars
are represented by about 105 and 104 particles, respectively. In fact,
we impose that the particle mass of all components is set to be
equal in order to reduce numerical artifacts. To analyze our data
and extract our results, we use a python module toolbox, pnbody
4.0 (Revaz 2013).
4 RESULTS
Next, we present and discuss our simulation results. To describe
cluster orbital decay, we calculate the distance between the cluster
and Fornax mass centres at each snapshot, in order to get the orbital
radius. To estimate the GCmass loss, we count only bound particles.
The main challenge with the Fornax timing problem is to find a
way to delay GC orbital decay in order to observe GCs in orbit
today instead of a nuclear star cluster at the centre of the galaxy.
The GC infall is due to dynamical friction from the Fornax DM
field. Compared to stellar GCs, DM minihalos are expected to fall
more rapidly towards the galaxy centre due to their higher mass.
We consider two scenarios for Fornax GCs, as described in the
following sections.
4.1 Early accretion
First, we assume that GCs with and without a DM minihalo were
accreted 10-12 Gyr ago by Fornax. Fig. 2 depicts the orbital decay
of five GCs with and without a DM minihalo over 12 Gyr in this
scenario. Initially, they have the same most prevalent positions and
velocities at z = 3 from Illustris TNG-100 cosmological simulation
(see objects Ei in Table 1). Our initial conditions entail an accretion
process by the Fornax galaxy with eccentric orbits for all the GCs.
The orbital period is higher for the stellar GCs than for GCs with
a DM minihalo. In Fig. 2, orbital radii confirm that DM minihalos
accelerate the infall of the five GCs. The stellar mass loss of all the
GCs over 12 Gyr is presented in Fig. 3. GCs with DM minihalos
lost more stars compared to stellar GCs, because minihalos induce
major tidal stripping. Indeed, stripping by the Fornax tidal field is
more efficient at small radii. We also observe that three GCs with
DM minihalos are completely tidally stripped within 8 Gyr.
Fornax is dominated bymetal-rich stars whereas GCs are dom-
inated by metal-poor stars. The metal-poor stellar mass in Fornax
was estimated to be about (44.9 ± 5.3)×105 M (de Boer & Fraser
2016). This large quantity of metal-poor stars in Fornax could sug-
gest that each of these four surviving metal-poor GCs has likely lost
several times 105 M due to dynamical processes. GC4 is excluded
from this estimate, because this cluster is possibly more metal-rich
than the other clusters. Another explanation is that GCs have sunk
to the galaxy centre and were destroyed such as our three GCs with
DM minihalos. Hence, these metal-poor stars could correspond to
relics of destroyed GCs with DM minihalos. This could be also
possible for stellar GCs, but this scenario within 12 Gyr is more
reliable for DM minihalos as the latter accelerate the tidal stripping
(see in Fig. 3). Fornax observations reveal that Fornax has no nu-
clear star cluster (NSC) at its centre. In order to verify that no NSC
was formed in our scenario, Fig. 4 illustrates the stellar distribution
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Figure 2. DM minihalos accelerate GC infall: Orbital decay of the 5 GCs
without (upper) and with (lower panel) in a 2 × 107 M DM minihalo
over 12 Gyr because the Fornax GCs are all dominated by ancient (>10
Gyr) populations of stars (de Boer & Fraser 2016). These radii correspond
to the distances between each GC mass centre and Fornax mass centre.
Initially, 106 M GCs with and without DM minihalos have the same
most prevalent positions and velocities at z = 3 from Illustris TNG-100
cosmological simulations (see objects Ei in Table 1). Our initial conditions
entail an accretion process by the Fornax galaxy with eccentric orbits for all
the GCs. The infall of GCs with and without a DM minihalo rules out the
early accretion scenario for Fornax GCs as this dSph has five orbiting GCs
observed at the present day.
of the mass difference between the 5 GCs with and without a DM
minihalo and Fornax stellar component atT = 12Gyr.We represent
only bins with a size of 5 pc, which have a positive mass difference.
The latter allows us to highlight an over density for stars. In other
words, wewant to clearly separate aNSC from the stellar component
of the galaxy. Fig. 4 showed the presence for a double nucleus for
stellar GCs and single nucleus for GCs with DM minihalo formed
by infalling GCs, which are not completely destroyed by the Fornax
tidal field. Thus, we rule out the early accretion scenario for Fornax
GCs due to the infall of the five GCs and the formation of a NSC.
We point out that stars of GCs with a DM minihalo, which are
completely tidally stripped, will not contribute to the formation of
a nuclear star cluster at the centre.
Our GPU simulations allow us to also study the impact of GCs
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2019)
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Figure 3. DM minihalos accelerate tidal stripping: Evolution of the mass
loss of the GC stellar component for the 5 GCs without (left panel) and with
(right panel) a 2 × 107 M DM minihalo over 12 Gyr. The initial stellar
masses of GCs are 106 M . In order to estimate the GCmass loss, we count
only bound particles. GCs with a 2 × 107 M DM minihalo lost more stars
compared to stellar GCs, because minihalos induce major tidal stripping.
All stellar GCs survive in this early accretion scenario. However, we observe
that three GCs with a DM minihalo are completely tidally stripped within 8
Gyr.
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Figure 4. Formation of a nuclear star cluster (NSC): Stellar distribution of
the mass difference between the 5 GCs without (left panel) and with (right
panel) a DM minihalo and Fornax stellar component. We represent only
bins with a size of 5 pc, which have a positive mass difference. The latter
allows us to highlight an over density for stars. This mass difference exhibits
the presence of a double nucleus for stellar GCs and single nucleus for GCs
with DMminihalo. Infalling GCs, which are not completely tidally stripped,
will contribute to the formation of a NSC. As Fornax exhibits the absence
of a nuclear star cluster at the centre, the formation of a NSC ruled out also
the early accretion scenario for Fornax GCs.
with or without a DM minihalo on the evolution of the DM density
profile of Fornax. We observe the formation of cores in the cold
dark matter halo of Fornax. As all GCs have eccentric orbits, they
can perturb the DM halo of Fornax by their multiple crossings near
the Fornax centre (see Fig. 2). Initially, Fornax DM halo assumes a
NFW profile. We consider DM particles from both Fornax halo and
GCs to determine the DM density profile of Fornax over the time.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
t [Gyr]
0
100
200
300
400
r c
[p
c]
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With DM
Figure 5. Fornax DM core in the early accretion scenario: Fitted core radius
rc of the DM cored halo induced by crossings of GCs with (in purple) and
without (in green) a DM minihalo as a function of time. rc , 0 (rc = 0)
means that there is a (no) cusp-to-core transition for the Fornax DM halo.
The absence of a core within the first 5 Gyr states that stellar GCs in orbit
cannot generate DM cores due to their low mass impact. However, once
they are spiralling into the centre of the galaxy, they induce a cusp-to-core
transition. Contrary to stellar GCs, dynamical heating of the DM field from
DMminihalo crossings drives the core formation. The core sizes depend on
the frequency of the crossings. Besides, between crossings, the halo can re-
form the cuspy halo through energy equipartition processes. As the Fornax
halo cools down after DM minihalo crossings, we observe these reverse
transitions (marked by black arrows) of the Fornax DM halo.
In order to determine precisely if there is a core formation in the
Fornax halo, we did a fit for the DM profile. We found that all our
profiles are well fitted by the following five-parameter formula:
ρ(r) = ρcW(r) + [1 −W(r)]ρNFW(r), (6)
where ρc is the core constant density andW(r) is defined as
2W(r) = 1 − erf
( r − rc
2δ
)
, (7)
where rc is the core radius and δ is a parameter to control the sharp-
ness of the transition from the cusp to the core and the converse. It
reproduces the simulated density structures and captured the rapid
transition from the cusp to the core. We set Poissonian errors for fit-
ting weights. The DM distribution of Fornax halo is divided in bins
of groups composed of Ng = 1024 particles. The smallest core size
in the simulations is of the order of 10 pc, which corresponds to our
spatial resolution. Thus, we assume that a cusp-to-core transition
occurred when the core size rc becomes greater than our spatial res-
olution. As the value of the core size depends entirely on the fitted
DM profile, we did not use this radius as a constraint on the DM
halo core size of Fornax. Fig. 5 describes the evolution of the fitted
core radius rc of the Fornax halo over 12 Gyr due to heating by GCs
with and without a DM minihalo. We consider the core radii rc to
determine whether a transition appears in our simulation. Non-zero
core sizes rc means that a cusp-to-core transition occurred for the
Fornax DM halo. The absence of cores (rc = 0) means that DM
halo is cuspy and is still described by a NFW profile. For stellar
GCs, the absence of core shows that these 106 M orbiting objects
can’t generate DM cores. The energy transfer is not sufficient to
perturb the DM distribution at the centre of the galaxy due to their
low mass. However, once they are spiralling into the centre of the
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2019)
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Figure 6. DM minihalos stay in orbit: Orbital decay of the 5 GCs without
(upper panel) and with (lower panel) a 2 × 107 M DM minihalo over 4
Gyr. These radii correspond to the distances between the mass centre of each
GC and Fornax. Initially, 106 M GCs with and without DMminihalo have
the same most prevalent positions and velocities at z = 0.36 from Illustris
TNG-100 cosmological simulation (see objects Oi in Table 1). Our initial
conditions entail an accretion process by Fornax galaxy only for GCs with a
DMminihalo. Stellar GCs experienced stable eccentric orbits beyond 2 kpc.
galaxy, they induce a cusp-to-core transtion. Then, we observe aDM
core of about 100-150 pc for the Fornax halo. Contrary to stellar
GCs, dynamical heating of the DM field from DM minihalo cross-
ings entails the core formation. These core sizes are between 150
and 400 pc, and depend on the frequency of the crossings. Besides,
between crossings, the halo can re-form the cuspy halo through en-
ergy equipartition processes. As the Fornax halo cools down after
DM minihalo crossings, Fig. 5 shows cusp-to-core transitions and
the reverse transitions (marked by black arrows) of the Fornax DM
halo. In this early accretion scenario, GCs with and without a DM
minihalo cannot explain both DM core formation and timing prob-
lem. Despite the core formation in cold dark matter, they are ruled
out by the GC infall and NSC formation.
4.2 Recent accretion
In this section, we assume that GCs with and without a DM mini-
halo were accreted 2-4 Gyr ago by Fornax. Fig. 6 describes the
Object M (a)obs D
(b)
obs rper rapo M
[105 M] [kpc] [kpc] [kpc] [105 M]
GC1 0.42 ± 0.10 1.6 O3 1.01 6.17 9.98 ± 0.1
GC2 1.54 ± 0.28 1.05 O5 0.66 3.97 9.83 ± 0.15
GC3 4.98 ± 0.84 0.43 O1 0.36 3.12 8.36 ± 1.34
GC4 0.76 ± 0.15 0.24 O2 0.016 1.03 7.1 ± 1.74
GC5 1.86 ± 0.24 1.43 O4 0.82 2.79 9.57 ± 0.37
Table 2. Comparison with observations. The final radii and masses of GCs
embedded in DM minihalos between 2 and 4 Gyr, due to the uncertainty
on GC ages. We found GC candidates Oi compatible with the observed
projected distances Dobs. we found a higher mass for simulated GCs than
for those observed. However, we note that we could set lower stellar mass
to the initial GCs in order to reproduce the observed masses. DM minihalo
of GCs solve the Fornax timing problem. References: (a) de Boer & Fraser
(2016), (b) Mackey & Gilmore (2003).
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Figure 7. Fornax DM core in the recent accretion scenario: Fitted core
radius rc of the DM cored halo induced by crossings of GCs with (in purple)
and without (in green) a DM minihalo as a function of time. rc , 0 (rc = 0)
means that there is a (no) cusp-to-core transition for the Fornax DM halo. In
this scenario, the complete absence of core confirms again that stellar GCs
on orbit cannot generate DM cores due their low mass impact. Contrary to
stellar GCs, dynamical heating of the DM field fromDMminihalo crossings
entails the core formation.
orbital decay of GCs with and without a DM minihalo over 4 Gyr
in this scenario. Initially, they have the same most prevalent posi-
tions and velocities at z=0.36 from Illustris TNG-100 cosmological
simulation (see objects Oi in Table 1). According the orbital radii,
stellar GCs (upper panel) stay in orbit beyond 2 kpc from the cen-
tre, whereas GCs with a DMminihalo (lower panel) are accreted by
Fornax. As they do not fall towards the Fornax centre, they cannot
form a NSC in accordance with observations. Table 2 depicts peri-
centres, apocentres and masses of GCs embedded in a DMminihalo
between 2 and 4 Gyr, due to the uncertainty on GC ages. For each
observed Fornax GCs, we propose a GC with a DM minihalo as a
candidate in order to reproduce the spatial distribution of observed
GCs. Their orbital radius ranges delimited by the apocentre and
the pericentre include the projected distances Dobs, which are the
minimum distances between observed GCs and the Fornax centre.
Concerning the GC observedmass, we found a higher mass from the
simulations for each GCwith a DMminihalo. As the GC dynamical
evolution is entirely determined by the DMminihalo, we could eas-
ily set lower stellar mass to the initial GCs in order to reproduce the
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Figure 8. DM minihalo remnants: Masses of remnant DM minihalos cen-
tered on the stellar component of Oi GCs between 2 and 4 Gyr, due to the
uncertainty on GC ages. The blue dashed line represents the initial distribu-
tion of 2 × 107 M minihalo centered on its stellar component. It is shown
that all the DMminihalos have been tidally stripped by the tidal field of For-
nax. We have found that GCs are embedded in DM minihalos less massive
than 107 M inside the central 500 pc after 2-4 Gyr, which is in agreement
with the observed prediction on a MW GC, NGC 2419 (Baumgardt et al.
2009; Ibata et al. 2013)
observedmasses. Reducing the stellar mass of GCs could contribute
to their survival. Similarly to GCs with a DM minihalo, the spatial
distribution of stellar GCs between 2 and 4 Gyr is also compatible
with observations of Fornax GCs. Thus, both GC types can resolve
the Fornax timing problem in this recent accretion scenario.
Nevertheless, Fig. 7 highlights that there is no cusp-to-core
transition for stellar GCs in this scenario. As they stay on orbit be-
yond 2 kpc, they cannot transfer energy to DM particles at the centre
of the galaxy. Moreover, we established previously that their cross-
ings cannot perturb the DM halo due to their low mass compared to
DM minihalos. With stellar GCs, the DM profile does not change
over time as shown by Boldrini et al. (2019). Concerning GCs with
a DM minihalos, we observe a cusp-to-core transition induced by
their crossings. More precisely, there are forward and reverse transi-
tions from the cusp to the core. However, most of the time, Fornax is
expected to have a core due to DM minihalo crossings according to
our simulation results. In addition, in the recent accretion scenario,
we show that only GCs with a DM minihalo can explain both the
DM core formation and timing problem in Fornax.
As the recent accretion scenario with GCs with a DMminihalo
is compatible with Fornax observations, especially for the DM core
formation and GC spatial distribution, we are interested by the
mass loss of DM minihalos. Fig. 8 illustrates the mass of remnant
DM minihalos centered on the stellar component of the five GCs
Oi between 2 and 4 Gyr, due to the uncertainty on their ages. It
is shown that all the DM minihalos have been tidally stripped by
the tidal field of Fornax. Even if GCs are not proven to have a
significant amount of DM, it does not preclude it from having been
formed originally inside a DM minihalo. Indeed, we showed that
our GCs lost a large fraction of their DM minihalos. We have found
that GCs are embedded in DMminihalos less massive than 107 M
inside the central 500 pc after 2-4 Gyr, which is also in agreement
with the observed prediction on a MW GC, NGC 2419, based on
the observed velocity dispersion (Baumgardt et al. 2009). We found
also a good agreement with the prediction of Ibata et al. (2013),
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Figure 9. Infall without forming a NSC: Orbital decay of the 6 GCs with
a 2 × 107 M DM minihalo over 4 Gyr. These radii correspond to the
distances between mass centre of each GC and Fornax. The first five GCs
have the same initial conditions as in Fig. 6. Stellar distribution of the mass
difference between the O6 GC with a DM minihalo and Fornax stellar
component (inset) highlights that there is no NSC at the centre of the galaxy
despite the rapid infall of this additional GC with a DM minihalo. Finally,
we establish that Fornax could have more than five 5 GCs. The extra GCs
have fallen to the Fornax centre and were destroyed, which is compatible
with the large quantity of the metal-poor stars found in Fornax. The absence
of NSC on this timescale is only possible because DM minihalos accelerate
the tidal stripping.
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Figure 10. Enhancement of the core formation: Fitted core radius rc of
the DM cored halo induced by crossings of the five Oi GCs with a DM
minihalo (in purple) plus one additional GC with a DM minihalo (in blue)
as a function of time. rc , 0 (rc = 0) means that there is a (no) cusp-to-core
transition for the Fornax DM halo. In this scenario, the rapid infall of O6
GC with a DM minihalo enhances the core formation due to crossings of
the five GCs with a DM minihalo.
who established that the virial mass of the minihalo of NGC2419
cannot exceed ∼ 4 × 106 M .
4.3 Enhancement of the core formation
For both GCs with and without a DM minihalo, we noticed previ-
ously that spiralling GCs at the centre of the galaxy enhance the
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core formation (see in Fig. 2 and 5). However, the infall of GCs can
entail the formation of a NSC at the centre of the galaxy. For a NSC
formation, GCs at the centre have to be completely tidally stripped.
Thus, the GC tidal stripping needs to be accelerated as in the case
of DM minihalo (see in Fig. 3). Adding a falling GC with a DM
minhalo is alsomotivated by the fact that Fornax has a large quantity
of metal-poor stars, which could correspond to relics of destroyed
GCs with a DMminihalo. In addition, as Fornax is expected to have
a large core, adding a falling GC with a DM minihalo could con-
tribute to the formation of a larger DM core. We test this hypothesis
by running a simulation with the five Oi GCs with a DM minihalo
and one additional GCwith a DMminihalo.Wewant to improve the
core formation in the recent accretion scenario. Fig. 9 describes the
orbital decay of the 6 GCs with a 2 × 107 M DM minihalo over 4
Gyr. The first five GCs have the same initial conditions as in Fig. 6.
We notice that O6 GC with a DM minihalo spirals to the centre
after 1 Gyr. Stellar distribution of the mass difference between the
O6 GC with a DM minihalo and Fornax stellar component (upper
subplot) highlights that there is no NSC at the centre of the galaxy
despite the rapid infall of this additional GC with a DM minihalo.
As expected, O6 GC is completely destroyed after 3 Gyr (see inset
in Fig. 9). Finally, we establish that Fornax could have more than
five 5 GCs. More than one extra GC could have fallen to the Fornax
centre a long time ago and could have been destroyed, which is
compatible with the large quantity of the metal-poor stars found in
Fornax. The absence of NSC on our timescale is only possible be-
cause DMminihalos accelerate the tidal stripping. Fig. 10 compares
the fitted core radius as a function of time for the five Oi GCs with
a DM minihalo (in purple) and these five GCs plus one additional
GC with a DM minihalo (in blue). We showed that the rapid infall
of O6 GC with a DM minihalo enhances the core formation due
to crossings of the five GCs with a DM minihalo. Concerning the
DM core formation, DM substructures will have the same behaviour
as our GCs with a DM minihalo. As the GC dynamical evolution
is entirely determined by the DM minihalos, these substructures
could have also interacted with Fornax and induced a cusp-to-core
transition. The dynamics of DM subtructures in dwarf galaxies is
investigated in Boldrini et al. (in prep.).
5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we have studied the motion of GCs embedded in DM
minihalos inside the coldDMhalo of Fornax in order to dealwith the
timing problem. We have considered a early and a recent accretion
scenario of GCs by Fornax with themost prevalent initial conditions
from Illustris TNG-100 cosmological simulation. Using a fullyGPU
N-body code, we propose also a new mechanism to resolve the
cusp-core problem. First, the infall of GCs and the formation of a
nuclear star cluster ruled out the early accretion scenario for GCs
with and without a DM minihalo. However, we showed that GC
crossings near the Fornax centre induce a cusp-to-core transition
of the DM halo. Secondly, we demonstrated that DM minihalos, as
a new component of GCs, resolve both the timing and cusp-core
problems in Fornax if the five GCs were accreted recently (2-4 Gyr
ago) by Fornax. Under these assumptions, the infall of these GCs
does not arise and no star cluster forms in the centre of Fornax
in accordance with observations. Crossings of GCs with a DM
minihalo near the Fornax centre induce a cusp-to-core transition of
the DM halo and hence resolve the cusp-core problem in this dwarf
galaxy. The DM core size depends strongly on the frequency of
GC crossings. We subsequently highlighted that a falling GC with
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Figure 11. Impact of softening on orbital decay: Orbital radius of the five
GCs with a DM minihalo in an early accretion process with eccentric orbits
(see objects Ei in Table 1) as a function of time for three different softening
lengths. The orbital decays of GCs are very similar for all the softening
lengths.
a DM minihalo enhances core formation without forming a NSC
at the Fornax centre. Moreover, we are in good agreement with
the constraints on the DM mass of GCs as our clusters lost a large
fraction of their DM minihalos. All of these aspects provide strong
evidence for the existence of DM halos in GCs.
Our simulations clearly state also that between the passages,
DM cores can relax back to cuspy profile. Read, Walker & Steger
(2019) found that dwarf galaxies can be separated into two distinct
classes, which are cold DM cusps and DM cores. Fornax favours
a DM core, whereas Carina, Sextant and Draco favour a DM cusp.
This transient phenomenon could explain this diversity of DM halo
profiles. Indeed, the halo profile depends on the epoch, which is
related to the dynamical history.
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APPENDIX
In this section, we assess the impact of a numerical parameter that
controls the accuracy of our simulations; the softening length  . To
test how the softening length impacts on the orbital radius of GCs
with a DM minihalo and the Fornax DM density profile, we ran
simulationswith three different softening lengths,  =2, 1 and 0.5 pc,
in order to ensure that our simulations do not suffer from numerical
noise. We apply these tests to the simulation over 12 Gyr in the early
accretion scenario for GCs with a DM minihalo. The evolution of
the orbital radius of the five clusters in an accretion process with
eccentric orbits (see objects Ei in Table 1) is shown in Fig. 11
for three different softening lengths. It can be seen that the orbital
decays of GCs are very similar for all the softening lengths. In order
to determine how the DM density profile depends on the softening
length, Fig. 12 presents the evolution of fitted DM core radius over
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2019)
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Figure 12. Impact of softening on DM halo core size: Fitted DM core radius
as a function of time for three different softening lengths. The core formation
is due to crossings ofGCswith aDMminihalo in the early accretion scenario.
We observe a deviation of the core radius for a softening of 2 pc compared
to the other softening lengths. For 1 and 0.5 pc, we noticed that the softening
length does not affect the DM core radius.
time for three different softening lengths. We observe a deviation
of the core radius for a softening of 2 pc compared to the other
softening lengths. For 1 and 0.5 pc, we deduce that the softening
length do not affect the DM core radius. As our simulations with a
numerical parameter of 1 and 0.5 pc are well converged over 12 Gyr,
we chose  = 1 pc as the softening length for all our simulations and
ensured that our simulations do not suffer from numerical noise.
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